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“This book illustrates experiences in the
RESSEEPE project and serves as guidance
to apply the methodology of refurbishment
developed within RESSEEPE.”
5
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SECTION ONE 1
Introduction
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“Most of the buildings that will exist in the year
2050 have already been built; buildings are
responsible for 40% of energy consumption and
over a third of CO2 emissions in the EU.”
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1.1  AIM AND OBJECTIVES
RESSEEPE is a FP7 EU funded project
whose main purpose is to bring together
design and decision making tools,
innovative building fabric manufacturers
and a strong demonstration programme to
demonstrate the improved building
performance through retrofitting. The core
idea of the RESSEEPE project is to advance
technically, adapt, demonstrate and assess
innovative retrofit technologies. Reductions
in the area of 50% have been achieved
regarding energy consumption. A systemic
process has also been implemented which
allows for the selection of the best possible
retrofitting mixes, customised to the needs
of the particular building. The retrofitting
process has integrated a lot of innovative
materials and technologies.
The RESSEEPE framework has been
validated and refined by a strong
demonstration programme. In the cities of
Coventry (UK), Barcelona (Spain) and
Skellefteå (Sweden), five public buildings
have been retrofitted: two hospitals near
Barcelona (Terrassa and Sabadell), two
university buildings in Coventry (Richard
Crossman and Sir John Laing building) and
an upper secondary school in Skellefteå
(Balderskolan). 
The scientific and technological objectives
of RESSEEPE project are the following:
n   To set up a diagnosis methodology for
an integrated renovation of public
edification at building and district level.
n   To initiate innovative development and
enhance  the state of art retrofit
technologies to achieve energy savings
in the area of 50%.
n   To develop a systemic process for
selection of the most empowering
retrofitting mix.
n   To validate the RESSEEPE technologies
in five different demo sites.
1.2 BACKGROUND
Most of the buildings that will exist in the
year 2050 have already been built and
buildings are responsible for 40% of energy
consumption and over a third of CO2
emissions in the EU according to the
Building Renovation Challenge made by the
executive agency for SME’s. To meet our
long-term energy and climate goals,
refurbishment of existing buildings is key. It
is also a big challenge due to a variety of
technical, regulatory and other barriers. 
The energy consumption of buildings in the
European Union (EU) is about 40% of the
total energy demand (Ardente et al. 2008).
A large part of energy use is related to
heating buildings and the production of
domestic hot water. In terms of materials
entering the global economy, buildings
consume 40%, while generating 40-50% of
the total output of greenhouse gases
(GHGs). In this sense, the application of
efficient designs and quality constructions
methods for sustainability in EU is needed.
Several efforts have been made to reduce
the energy used for building operation, such
as improved insulation, reduced air leakage
through the building envelope and heat
recovery from ventilation air (Gustavsson &
Joelsson, 2010). These kind of measures
result in lower space heating demand,
however, increase material use and thus
increase the production energy demand. 
1. INTRODUCTION
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Consequently, the embodied energy of
building materials and energy systems
increases and the energy use in the
operation phase is comparable to those of
other phases. 
According to Zavadskas et al. (2008), the
life cycle energy in the production and
construction phase represent a 40–60% of
the whole energy demand. Therefore, the
role of the life cycle energy performance
should be highlighted and strengthened in
future European building legislation.
Additionally, the above considerations
should be applied to all building
refurbishment. Retrofitting strategies should
reduce the environmental impact (e.g.
energy and resource consumption, emission
of air and water pollutants, waste
generation, and noise), increase the indoor
comfort and improve the architectural
appearance of the building facades.
Buildingrenovation has been a key aspect in
the future construction of buildings at
European level. In this context, the
RESSEEPE project aims to find a more
suitable solution in terms of energy savings
and from a sustainability point of view.  
The European building sector is fragmented
and does not allow, for the moment, to offer
holistic solutions to facilitate the renovation
and refurbishment easily of buildings and
with good cost and quality. The building
process involves multiple disciplines and a
lot of different stakeholders. This increases
additional costs and the risk of failure.
Furthermore, end user's needs are usually
not taken into account. 
Many customers see high operating costs
and poor environment as an acceptable
alternative to the time-consuming,
disruptive and risky renovation process. 
Philippe Moseley, Project Advisor, Horizon
2020 Energy Unit, EASME (The Executive
Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises) writes in the report  “Energy
Efficiency Building Renovation Challenge
Practical Approaches” the following:
“While most renovation decisions are taken
at building level by individual owners,
optimal integration of renewable energy
sources(RES) often requires planning and
implementation at a district scale. This
escalates from a single stakeholder decision
to a multi-stakeholder decision. More
research and demonstration is required
relating to district level renewable energy
sources (RES), more analysis and
assessment of existing demonstrations,
more opportunities for districts to learn
from each other’s best practice.”
The EU is taking on this renovation
challenge via policies such as the Directives
on Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD)
and Energy Efficiency (EED). In addition,
the action is being taken by research and
innovation projects with the use of various
tools such as the Intelligent Energy Europe
(IEE) and 7th Framework Programme (FP7)
funds. Recently, the Horizon 2020
programme has been used, as well as
European Structural and Investment Funds
(ESIF).
At the end of the project, RESSEEPE has
issued this short publication highlighting
the results of the action under the form of
best practices for wider adoption and
distribution. 
This book illustrates experiences in the
RESSEEPE project and serves as guidance
to apply the methodology of refurbishment
developed within RESSEEPE.
The book shall also serve as guidance for
future policy developments and initiatives in
the same area and target industrial players,
SMEs research organisation and public
institutions (including the European
Commission) and local administrations.
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1.3  THE FIVE DEMO SITES OF THE RESSEEPE PROJECT
Five pilot sites in three European countries functions as demo sites in the RESSEEPE project:
11
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Consorci
Sanitari de
Terrassa
(Hospital)
Spain, Barcelona
Corporacio
Sanitaria Parc
Tauli de
Sabadell
(Hospital) 
Spain, Barcelona
Sir John Laing
Building
(University) 
United
Kingdom,
Coventry 
Richard
Crossman
Building
(University) 
United
Kingdom,
Coventry 
Balderskolan,
Skelleftea
(School) 
Sweden,
Skellefteå
Municipality
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Barcelona
Coventry
Skellefteå
Location of the demo sites 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION, URBAN CONTEXT 
Hospital de Terrassa is an isolated building on the outskirts of Terrassa, surrounded by forests
and fields, but very close to Terrassa city. It has a population of approximately 200.000
inhabitants. It is located 20 km north of Barcelona city, with which is very well connected by
means of 2 highways. 
Hospital de Terrassa is seated in the middle of the property which is approximately 80.000 m2.
It is a medium-sized emergency care hospital with a maximum capacity of 450 beds. It has a
built surface of approximately 55.000 m2, distributed over 13 floors. The building was built in
1980, but has been occupied since 1989 when Consorci Sanitari de Terrassa, the public entity
responsible for maintaining all health care in the city area of Terrassa, was founded. 
BARCELONA (ES) - CONSORCI
SANITARI DE TERRASSA (CST), 
MAIN HOSPITAL BUILDING
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Why did we choose it?
The most interesting building to deploy some of the technologies which have been
studied in the project was Hospital de Terrassa, as it was the main building of CST. The
greatest number of technologies could be deployed at a larger scale. Furthermore, it is
a 35 year old building, therefore some refurbishments are already required.
Figure 2: Main hospital building, Terrassa
BARCELONA (ES) – CORPORACIÓ
SANITARIA PARC TAULÍ (CSP) SABADELL,
MAIN HOSPITAL BUILDING (TAULÍ)
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Why did we choose it?
It was the main building of CSPT, where the greatest number of technologies could be
deployed at a larger scale. Furthermore, it is a 35 year old building, therefore some
refurbishments are already required. It was built in 1985 and has a height of 11 storeys.
The façade is brick with  30% glazing. The windows have meta-style frames with 6+8+8
mm and are single glazed. The structure of the building is a steel frame system.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION, URBAN CONTEXT 
Corporació Sanitaria Parc Taulí (CSPT) is a health care public legal entity with the aim of
providing high-quality health care to the eastern Catalan region. The Corporation is located in
Sabadell, fifth largest city in Catalonia, placed 20 km north-west of Barcelona, the capital of
Catalonia, Spain. CSPT is a reference hospital in the city of Sabadell and 12 cities located in the
Valles Occidental region, which represents a total of 427.219 citizens. 
Figure 3: Tauli (main hospital) building, Sabadell. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION, URBAN CONTEXT 
Coventry is a city and metropolitan borough in the county of West Midlands in England.
Coventry is the 13th largest city in the UK and the second largest city in the Midlands with a
population of 316,900. Despite substantial damage during WWII, Coventry retains many of its
major medieval buildings and heritage assets. Over the last five years, the University has
invested over £150m in their estate, with the addition of two award-winning buildings and the
refurbishment of different buildings. Coventry City Council is further investing £160m in the
campus over the next ten years. These developments have contributed to introducing
attractive link points between existing heritage assets within the city centre. Also, as part
of the City Lab Coventry Initiative, there is the opportunity for a real-life experimentation 
of innovations. 
Building description: 
Coventry University owns a large and diverse portfolio of built assets mostly constructed
between 1930’s to 1970’s, with many reaching the end of their useful life due to poor energy
and environmental performance and modern functionality. Coventry University, therefore, has
to evaluate the options of renewing these assets either through new construction or extensive
low energy retrofit to extend their life. 
COVENTRY (UK)
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Figure 4: Coventry University: John Laing building
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Why did we choose it?
The chosen buildings at Coventry university became the John Laing building, two
storeys high, and the Richard Crossman building with five storeys. They were built in
1970 and 1971 respectively, have brick façades and 30% glazing proportion. 
The window is metal framed with 6 mm of single glazing. The structures are 
concrete frame systems.
John Laing Building and Richard Crossman Building  were selected as the best option
for the current intervention. 
John Laing has good surrounding access. The internal spaces have a mix of open and
closed volumes, providing a platform to test technologies in closed, controlled spaces.
The façade and envelope has potential for alteration due to a current non-structural
façade and accessible load bearing capable frame. Due to the good accessibility and
selectively isolated nature of spaces within John Laing, the risk factor of alteration is
also reduced. 
Richard Crossman provided a good opportunity due to good site access, flexibility and
variation of internal spaces between open and closed. The existing window
construction provided a positive opportunity to replace the current system with zero
structural amendments. Additionally, the Richard Crossman building links well with
current investment plans from the University. 
Figure 4: Coventry University Richard Crossman building
GENERAL DESCRIPTION, URBAN CONTEXT 
Skelleftea is a city and the seat of Skellefteå Municipality in Västerbotten County, Sweden, with
35,836 inhabitants recorded in 2011. The Municipality of Skellefteå has a population of 72,000
of which about 36 000 live in the central city. The municipality area comprises 7,217 km2
(almost 1/3 of the area of Belgium).
Building description: 
Balderskolan is one of Skellefteå’s upper secondary schools, situated in the city centre. The
area of the building is 18,900 m2. The school has a smart air-filtered and humidity-regulating
ventilation system with heat exchange with the heating system being district heating fuelled by
a combined heat and power plant, using 100% renewable bio pellets. 
Balderskolan was founded in 1946. The building has been extended several times and
maintenance measures and renovations have been ongoing over the years. In 2013, a large
scale extension and renovation project commenced which has been carried out alongside the
RESSEEPE project. 
SKELLEFTEÅ (SE) –
BALDERSKOLAN (UPPER
SECONDARY SCHOOL)
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Figure 5: Balderskolan (upper secondary school)
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Why did we choose it?
Balderskolan was chosen for a number of reasons. It is a large building complex
covering an entire block in the city, with a number of building sections with different
building dates. The earliest parts, with construction dates as early as the 1940’s, 
should provide room for improvement while also being in need of refurbishment. 
The different sections also meant there was a broader base to research the use of
several different technologies. Perhaps the most important factor was that a large
renovation of the school was already planned, due to the re-organisation of the
secondary schools in Skellefteå. This meant it was certain the building will be in use 
for many years to come and the actions performed in RESSEEPE could complement 
the actions already planned. This would also mean the RESSEEPE project would
emulate a true retrofit scenario. 
18
SECTION TWO 2
Technologies for
Retrofitting solutions
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“One objective of RESSEEPE was to
develop tailored solutions via a mix of
strategies for retrofitting to achieve
more Energy efficient buildings.”
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2.1  STRATEGIES RESEARCHED
INSULATION STRATEGIES FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
The current systems that are mostly employed for exterior insulation façades are: ETIC
Systems, Ventilated Façade Systems and Thermal Mortars (Façade Ventilated Mortars and
Mineral ETIC system). 
ETICS / EIFS (external thermal insulation composite system) consists of an insulating
material, a reinforcing layer and an external coat. The insulating layer is attached to the wall
either by adhesive or fasteners. The external layers are applied directly over the insulating layer
without any air cavities. 
The objective of RESSEEPE project is to design new insulating solutions for the application in
the façade. Aerogel-based mortars and Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIP) have been selected for
the project and are expected to have a significant impact in terms of energy efficiency on the
buildings due to their very low thermal conductivity and therefore, better thermal performance
in comparison with the current systems. These two types of materials are classified as
superinsulating materials because their thermal conductivity values λ< 0.020 W/mK. Despite
their impressive thermal performance, the use of these new materials/systems is not yet
widespread, mainly due to their associated high cost and some technical limitations. National
regulations of each country have been taken into account to dimension the insulation thickness
of each design. 
2.  TECHNOLOGIES FOR
RETROFITTING SOLUTIONS
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Current insulation technologies RESSEEPE insulation technologies
Current systems do increase the external volume
and the weight of the façade
RESSEEPE technologies do yield lightweight
systems, therefore the rise of weight and or
volume is avoided.
Current technologies are multilayered systems,
therefore increasing the time execution and the
associated costs.
Reduction of the time execution and the
associated costs.
Current technologies are based on insulation
materials such as polystyrene, mineral wool…
The insulation materials are those belonging to
the superinsulation group, yielding building
components that are more energy efficient.
Advantages brought by RESSEEPE insulation technologies
High cost of mortar production (due to
the aerogel cost, the slower
manufacture process and the more
meticulous control, due mainly to its
low density).
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Aerogel-based superinsulating mortar
GRUPO PUMA has designed an ultra-light mortar which contains aerogel granules, developed
by Tecnalia and Separex, to provide super-insulating properties. Aerogels are open-porous,
lightweight solids consisting of an interconnected solid phase backbone with interstitial, well
connected pores typically < 1 μm with a low value of thermal conductivity, λ<0.020 W/mK. 
The aerogel based mortar produced for the project has a thermal conductivity of 0.056 W/mK.
Advantages
Aerogel-based superinsulating mortar
Disadvantages
Mode of application of the solution:
Solution fast and easy to apply. 
Hand or machine application.
Application continuous, no joints, 
no thermal bridging. It adapts to 
any surface shape. 
4
Distribution channels: The aerogel-
based mortar could be introduced in
the construction business sector
through the conventional channels
(those employed for current and
traditional products). 
4
Energy efficiency4
Improved aesthetics of the building. 
It allows multiple finishes.4
User comfort improvement4
It does not affect the use of the
building during its installation.4
8
High cost of mortar production (due to
the aerogel cost)8
Lack of durability studies 8
Uncertified solution8
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Vacuum Insulating Panels
Vacuum insulated panels (VIP) are used in building
construction to provide a better insulation performance
than the conventional insulation materials (e.g. mineral
wool and polystyrene). The existing solutions on the VIP
market, which consist of a pressed silica board inside a high
barrier envelope with a rectangular shape, are
characterised by a low thermal conductivity (initial λ of less
than 4.3 mW/mK), and thus have a high insulation
performance. However, the existing technology has two
main disadvantages: 1) it has a very sensitive envelope to
mechanical damage, which means that it needs to be
handled with care in construction applications; and, 2) it
can be installed in vertical only by applying adhesives,
while other mechanical fixing methods (e.g. drilling) will
result in the loss of vacuum and thus the insulation
properties of the VIP.
VIP currently available in the market
VQT’s technology is a VIP based on the silica powder, with
the main advantages being better thermal conductivity
(initial λ of less than 3.5 mW/mK) and thermal performance,
as well as its ability to be manufactured in different shapes
and at lower costs compared to the silica board VIPs.
A particular contribution of the RESSEEPE project was to
encapsulate the evacuated panels into a polyurethane foam
to ensure an all-around protection of the sensitive envelope
(see Figure 2-29). This also allows the obtaining of a
standardised rectangular shape of the panel, which is
relevant for a fast, economical and easy construction
system. Additionally, the powder-based VIP can be installed
on the building by drilling holes at the edges of the
rectangular shaped panel without the loss of its vacuum
and insulation properties. This is an essential requirement
for the commercialisation of this technology in the
construction sector.
Encapsulated silica powder panel
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Advantages
Vacuum Insulating Panels
Disadvantages
Easy handling and less fragile due to
the polyurethane-based all-round
protection4
Ideal rectangular shape, so panels can
be assembled without noticeable
thermal bridges4
Installation in a vertical frame e.g. by
drilling holes on the edges without
damaging the VIP and losing its
vacuum and insulation properties
4
Energy efficiency4
Aesthetics preservation4
User comfort improvement4
Higher costs. The thermal resistance by
unit price is lesser than for competitors
materials (e.g. polyurethane foam
panel) 
8
Heat bridges at the edges8
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SOLAR STRATEGIES FOR ENERGY AND HEAT RECOVERY
Ventilated façade with PV 
Ventilated façade is a construction system consisting on the attachment of an outer skin of
ventilated cladding to a new or existing building. This system is made of an outer layer to keep
out the rain and dissipates solar radiation, an air cavity to drain the minimal amount of water
that may penetrate in extreme weather, an insulation layer to give thermal insulation and to
avoid Interstitial condensation and a continuous thermal break, and an inner layer to support
all the façade loads (wind and self weight).
During RESSEEPE project ventilated façade for refurbishment has been developed combining
an outer layer made of PV modules, an air cavity, an insulation layer made of VIP  (vacuum
insulation panels) and a substructure.
Ventilated façade with PV combines the advantages of a ventilated façade with the
advantages of photovoltaics modules. The PV modules serve the replacement of conventional
building envelope materials and generate power with the improvement of the life cycle cost of
photovoltaics by avoiding the cost of regular materials.
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Advantages
Ventilated façade
Disadvantages
Power generation (electricity)4
PV ventilated facade system
guarantees harmonious integration of
photovoltaics into building facades.
Frameless solar modules enable
trendsetting architectural designs to
be implemented into the building shell.
4
The ventilation of the facade reduces
the operating temperature of the
modules and gets higher energy
production.
4
Faster and easier installation (Save
time/less costs)4
No thermal bridges4
Adaptable to different geometric
forms through substructure-4
No thermal bridges4
Temperature fluctuations are
minimized, less thermal expansion4
Heat coming from the sun is reduced
because the temperature is dispersed
in the cavity and ventilated through
openings
4
Rain water drainage4
Improvement of thermal and acoustic
performance of the facade4
Higher cost than a conventional
ventilated façade, but it can be offset
by the electricity production.8
BIPV systems are sometimes not
attractive for architects and/or users.8
National and local governments
legislation is not always is in favour of
PV integration. As an example, in
Spain, while the Royal Decree Law RD
2/2013 states that the activity of
electricity production in the special
regime remains without additional
remuneration, RD 9/2013 applies fees
that may imply that solar auto
consumption has been more expensive
than conventional electrical supply.
8
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Supercapacitors
LEITAT has designed a system for managing energy provided by solar panels installed on 
the ventilated façade. This system includes the energy manager Syrio Power (SP2000), a
battery pack (24V) and supercapacitors. A prototype of a highly efficient supercapacitor
storage, which provides extra energy peak power demand, works in combination with the Solar
PV modules within the ventilated facade. This KER has been initially developed in WP5 (Task
5.8 and 5.9 Manufacture of Prototypes and Testing at lab scale), but a part of monitoring and
data results have been obtained and processed during WP6. 
This supercapacitor has been used in combination with the ventilated façade with integrated
PV modules and supercapacitor technology. The developed technology collects energy from
solar cells and uses it to attach the load requirements. When energy produced from PV panels
is higher than energy consumed, surplus energy is stored in batteries and supercapacitors. 
This energy can be then used in situations when energy generated by PV panels cannot keep
up with the energy demand. The energy manager is also connected to the grid in case both
the energy produced from PV panels and stored in batteries are lower than the load demand. 
The energy management system developed during the RESSEEPE project includes a set of
supercapacitors in parallel with batteries. The objective of this technology is to increase the
lifetime of the battery pack. Frequent discharges of batteries can damage the internal material
and thus impact the capacity of batteries. The goal of supercapacitors is to absorb high 
energy demands and protect the batteries to enhance their durability.
Advantages
Supercapacitors
Disadvantages
Stand–alone, self powering with an
acces to the grid but without the need
to inject the surplus energy back to 
the grid
4
Suitable for new constructions and
reduce the dependence of traditional
carbon energy sources4
Increased lifetime of batteries by using
hybrid configuration with
supercapacitors4
More expensive than the current
systems that use only batteries8
Requires involvement of several
supplier manufacturers8
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Electrochromic/Photovoltaic Window
High efficiency glazing is the term used to describe the double glazing or triple glazing used
inmodern windows in homes.
Smart glass or switchable glass (also smart windows or switchable windows) are composed of
an active material placed between two glass panes. Active material can be electrochromic,
photochromic, or thermochromic materials, suspended particles, micro-blinds and polymer
dispersed liquid crystals. 
The smart material, by definition, has the ability to sense or respond to an external stimulus in
a monitorable manner. Smart glass based on liquid crystals allows a rapid transformation of an
open office or boardroom area into a private room. Electrochromic  (EC) windows are popular
for façade fenestration since it offers a thermal and visual comfort under intense sun
illumination yet has a low switching speed on the order of minutes.
The fact that EC windows are
powered with DC poses a problem
since it is not straightforward to
integrate EC windows in the AC
electrical network of a building. In
this respect, the low power
requirements of EC windows make
them suitable for working in
symbiosis with photovoltaic (PV)
devices having compatible output
characteristics [Benson et al,
SOLMAT 39 (1995) 203]. A simplified
block diagram of principal parts and
functions of the standalone
photovoltaic (PV) powered
electrochromic (EC) window is
shown below, where the battery
stores energy when there is an
excess and provide it when required
and the control unit tracks the
maximum power point, providing
wireless communication and
regulates the battery state of charge. Block diagram of the EC/PV window
EC Window
CONTROL UNIT
MPPT Algorithm
Wireless Module
Board Protection
Load Control
Charge AlgorithmPV Module
Battery
+              -
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Based on the block
diagram a stand-alone
functional EC/PV
prototype has been
designed and
constructed consisting
of the EC glazing unit,
PV module, window
control unit and
rechargeable battery
integrated into
polycarbonate 
window frame.
EC/PV window prototype
Advantages
Electrochromic/Photovoltaic window
Stand-alone, self-powering EC/PV
technology 4
Suitable for new constructions and
replacement of old windows with
energy-efficient ones 4
No need for electrical wiring for power
and cables and electrician labour 4
EC/PV windows can drive significant
energy savings 4
The control, which modulates the glass
transmittance to manage daylight, can
be based on several parameters as the
intensity of daylight, solar heat gain or
other criteria. The control can be
integrated in other building systems
such as lighting and heating/cooling
mechanical systems to optimize
interior environmental conditions
and/or comfort. 
4
Aesthetics improvement4
User comfort improvement4
Disadvantages
8 Energy saving and comfortsignificantly depend on how the directsun and glare is controlled. 8 More expensive than the expensive ECtechnology. 
8 Novel technology that require qualifiedstaff for the assembly and controlconfiguration. 8 Involvement of several suppliers:manufacturers of EC glazing, framing,electronic controller, as well as window
installer
8 High initial investment
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STRATEGIES FOR THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
Flat plate solar thermal collectors2
Solar collectors are used in solar thermal panels to transfer solar energy into usable heat. Some
recent research works have been done with the aim to develop new designs of solar collectors
which are able to have, at a medium temperature, good performance. Flat plate collectors have
important advantages over the other collector types as they are easier to manufacture, and are
capable of collecting radiation from all directions (direct and diffuse) and therefore, can be
stationary on any given roof. 
The basic idea behind this technology, with respect to the conventional flat plate collectors,
was to add a Transparent Insulation Material (TIM) to allow for a better performance and to
include an overheating protection system to protect the collector from the stagnation
conditions. The TIM has been used as another layer placed between the glass cover and the
absorber which reduces the natural convection losses due to the creation of many smaller
spaces and thus the limitation of the air movement within the collector layers. Most of the
existing flat plate solar collectors use TIM made of glass capillary tubes which need to be
placed in a double glazing unit. Even if they resist well to high temperature, this solution
increases their weight and manufacturing cost. In this context, UPC has developed a low-to-
medium temperature flat plate solar collector with plastic TIM and equipped with low-cost
overheating protection system. The proposed overheating system has a reasonable cost and
consists of a ventilation channel that is placed between the back thermal insulation and the
absorber, in the rear of the collector. The outlet channel is controlled using a cheap, thermally
actuated butterfly door using a shape memory alloy spring that opens at high operation
temperature to evacuate the excess of heat.
2Solar thermal. Overview of technology The installed power of the solar thermal technology is expected to increase considerably during the next years. The study
presented by the International Energy Agency (IEA) about the Roadmap for Solar Heating and Cooling Technology envisages that the production of solar heating and
cooling  increased by 2050 until 16.5 EJ  for heating and 1.5EJ for cooling. Hot water and heating applications contributed with 8.9 EJ, heat for industry applications with
7.2 EJ, and heating for swimming pool applications with 400PJ. 
Cross-section of the collector with an integrated
TIM and ventilation channel
UPC collector prototypes installed with thermal solar
panels at the demonstration site
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Advantages
Solar thermal collectors
The main costs of the technology are
contracted in the initial investment
thanks to the very low operational
costs. Therefore the volatility of oil,
gas, or electricity costs have a low
impact. Solar thermal technology
creates regional and local jobs because
the different phases of the value chain
cannot be delocalized. 
4
The solar resource is virtually
unlimited. 4
The embodied energy of the
installation is lower than in the case of
other renewable technologies. 4
Energy efficient4
Little reservation of energy for DHW
production4
Compliance with energy audits’
requests4
Support measure for a better energy
classification of the building4
Novel high efficiency flat-plate
collectors offer globally better
performance at a slightly higher 
initial cost.
4
For the working temperature range of
70-120 ºC, or under winter conditions,
this technology can offer substantially
better performance with respect to the
commercial flat-plate solar collectors.
4
Disadvantages
A general aspect for the solar systems,
and not particular to this technology, is
the intermittent and variable
availability of the solar resource,
requiring some form of back-up
energy system to be installed for
periods of insufficient solar availability.
8Another general aspect for the activesolar systems, and not particular to
this technology, is the gap between
the solar availability and the demand,
requiring an energy storage system to
be installed
8
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Phase Change Material 
According to Technical Journals online, a PCM is a substance which, melting and solidifying at
a certain temperature, is capable of storing and releasing large amounts of energy. When such
material freezes, it releases large amounts of energy in the form of latent heat of fusion, or
energy of crystallization. Conversely, when the material is melted, an equal amount of energy is
absorbed from the immediate environment as it changes from solid to liquid.
Advantages
Phase Change Material (PCM)
Environmentally friendly solution4
Install and forget; no maintenance
required4
Simple installation4
Economical solution; no
recurring/ongoing costs4
Can be integrated with mechanical
cooling4
Technical knowledge - This has been
built on over years of experience with
implementation around the world in
many different countries, covering a
range of climates
4
Disadvantages
Relatively unfamiliar technology8
Not being able to keep up with
demand/production following a push
on green technologies.8
Difficult integration of PCM in the
construction element (walls, roof and
floors) because it could mean
demolish and rebuild again with PCM.
8
Lack of space for the PCM containers
and Thermal Energy Storage system.8
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Advantages
LED ligthting
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) produce
more light per watt than incandescent
and CFL bulbs. This is useful in battery
powered and energy saving devices.
4
LEDs are able to emit coloured light
without making use of colour filters
that other traditional methods of
lightings use. This makes LEDs more
efficient and lowers initial costs.
4
LEDs can be designed to focus their
light in a specific direction.
Incandescent and fluorescent lighting
usually make use of external reflectors,
which collect the light and alter its
direction.
4
LEDs don’t change colour when they
are dimmed (as the current is
lowered), unlike incandescent lamps,
which turn yellow.
4
Unlike fluorescent lamps, LEDs don’t
burn out when cycled frequently.4
Since LEDs are built out of solid-state
components they are difficult to
damage with external shock.
Fluorescent and incandescent lighting
are much more susceptible to damage
when subjected to external shock.
4
LEDs can have a long useful life.
Reports estimate an approximate
60,000 hours of useful life, complete
failure being longer than this.
Incandescent bulbs are rated at 1000-
2000 hours and CFLs are typically
rated at 30,000 hours.
4
LED failure is usually due to lumen
depreciation (dimming over time),
rather than the typical
abrupt burn out experienced by
incandescent bulbs. This provides
extra safety for any area covered by
LEDs. It is also important to note, LEDs
estimated to last approximately
60,000 hours after which they reach a
lumen depreciation of 30%, and are
considered to require replacement.
4
LEDs achieve full brightness almost
instantly (a few microseconds),
whereas incandescent and CFL
lighting require more time for full
brightness.
4
LEDs have no mercury content, 
unlike CFLs. 4
3LED – Overview of technology. In the EU itself, total domestic lighting consumption accounts for approximately 86 TWh. This value is believed to rise to 102 TWh by 2020
due to growing welfare in many countries. The technical aspects of LEDs are also improving rapidly, and are expected to last even longer and deliver larger energy savings
in the near future. 
The EU has banned incandescent bulbs of 100W and higher and created policies in order to help people switch to greener lighting. Gradually, the EU is removing all
incandescent bulbs from the EU market. By 2020, it is foreseen these actions helped save enough energy to power 11 million homes a year, whilst cutting down the average
home electricity bills by approximately 25 € a year. 
One of the main aspects which endorse LED over cheaper CFL lighting, is the “No mercury” content in terms of safety.
LIGHTING STRATEGIES BASED ON LED SOLUTIONS
LED lighting3
An LED lamp is a light-emitting diode (LED and has a solid-state lighting (SSL). This product
assembled into a lamp is used for lighting fixtures. LED lamps have a life cycle greater than the
incandescent lamps and respect the environment. They can emit more than 300 lumens per watt.
LEDs are directional lighting sources, and therefore emit light in a specific direction, unlike
other lighting sources, which generate light and heat in all directions of a space. One of the key
advantages of the LED lighting is they don’t “burn out” or even fail, which an incandescent
light does. 
LEDs can be used as viable replacements for both incandescent lighting, maintaining the
existing layout and providing equivalent lighting, whilst bluntly increasing cost-effectiveness.
The light produced by LEDs does not affect an occupant’s performance or perception and
offers significant opportunities in terms of decreasing the building’s energy demand. LEDs
have a prolonged life and may last up to 100,000 hours.
Disadvantages overleaf...
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LEDs are currently more expensive in
terms of initial capital costs.8
LED performance vastly depends on
the ambient temperature of the
operating environment. Making use of
LEDs in high ambient temperatures
could result in overheating, ultimately
leading the device to failure.
8
Voltage sensitivity: LEDs must be
supplied with voltage, which is above
the threshold and current below the
rating.
8
Light quality: The spikes at 460 nm
and dips at 500 nm in most cool-white
LEDs can cause objects to be
perceived differently than with natural
or incandescent light, due to
metamerism.
8
Area light source: It is difficult to use
LEDs in applications, which requires a
spherical light field due to their
lambertian distribution.
8
2.2   TESTING AND PRE-
QUALIFICATION OF
MATERIALS
When testing new technologies, the need to
adapt existing testing standards is common.
This is especially associated to evaluations
that imply an ageing test, to simulate a
special condition or exposure
corresponding to a specific location. These
tests were the ones that took longer to
decide under which conditions they have
been executed. For some of these tests,
results can be followed by characterisation
tests (before and after ageing cycles) but in
other cases, since samples required for
ageing and samples required for other
testing are not compatible, the only
evaluation was a comparison of aesthetic or
visual degradation.  
Characterisation tests on a new product
give two standard results that can be
“passive” or “not passive”: in this case
partners can use the results to re-formulate
their product in order to achieve the
standard. A specific standard is used which
applies to a group of materials for the
intended use. 
Characterisation tests on a commercial
product helps to evaluate a specific
property for a new application: in this case
partners can use the results to decide if that
product fits within the new intended use.
Most likely a standard for a similar material
for the intended use is selected for the
testing or an adaptation of a standard is
designed to simulate the intended use. 
In many cases, test results are only reported
to partners without conclusions, since the
results cannot be evaluated by them but in
a context only known to the technology
provider (e.g. aerogels BET and TGA
testing). In other cases, discussions were
generated and a deeper analysis was able to
be done (e.g. monocrystalline and
amorphous silicon cells as components for
EC Windows / PV Windows). Under each
material tested section, there is an
explanation to show if test results  were
only submitted to partners or if a further
analysis was done. 
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Also, a modelling activity was executed by
UPC. They analysed the properties to be
selected in order to study its influence on
system efficiency from a numerical point of
view, basically focused on flat plate solar
collector. From the numerical tests
performed, the principal parameters which
influence in the performance of the
collector are the optical properties, i.e. the
transmittance of the whole glass & TIM and
the absorbance and emissivity of the
selective surface of the absorber. Significant
changes in the thermal conductivity of the
thermal insulation have no important effects
in the performance of the collector.
2.3   ASSESSMENT OF ENERGY
PERFORMANCE AND
SAVINGS ASSURANCE
With these tools, some of the technology
solutions have been submitted to
experimentation in the laboratory. The
solutions tested in order to evaluate their
impact on overall energy performance are: 
n   Aerogel-based Superinsulating mortar. 
n   Vacuum Insulated Panels. 
n   Smart Electrochromic and Photovoltaic
window. 
n   Energy management from the ventilated
façade and Supercapacitors. 
n   Phase change materials. 
n   Solar thermal collectors. 
These technologies have been installed in
the demo sites in order to assess and
validate their efficiency in terms of energy
savings under real climate and working
conditions for prolonged periods of
functioning
2.4   ESTIMATING 
PAYBACK TIME 
Tests were scheduled to evaluate
performance potential of the new
technologies before their installation in the
demo-sites. One of the main challenges
faced was that these tests had to be
adapted to existing testing standards. 
For some of these tests, results can be
followed by characterisation tests (before
and after ageing cycles); but in other cases,
since samples required for ageing and the
ones required for other testing are not
compatible, the only evaluation available
was a comparison of aesthetic or visual
degradation. Test results were reported to
partners without conclusions, since the
results couldn’t be evaluated by them but in
a context only known to the technology
providers (e.g. aerogels BET and TGA
testing). In other cases, discussions were
generated and a deeper analysis was able to
be done (e.g. monocrystalline and
amorphous silicon cells as components for
EC Windows / PV Windows). 
After the tests, the following conclusions
were reached:
Aerogel-based mortar: 
This material has shown potential in
applying for retrofitting activities in the
external part of a building facade. The
activities performed for the development of
this insulating material have shown that:
superinsulating aerogel materials can be
employed in the development of a building
component; aerogel-based mortar products
might help to decrease the energy demand
of buildings and the work carried out in
RESSEEPE opens new possibilities for the
application of aerogels in the building
sector. 
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Vacuum insulating panels: 
A new kind of high barrier film was
developed to increase the gas and water
vapour intake of vacuum insulation panels.
The results showed the gas and water
vapour permeation had been significantly
reduced over a period of 180 days
compared to the current film used. This
allows VIPs to keep their high insulation
properties for a longer period of time.
Currently, there is an official approved
thermal conductivity for VIPs at 7mW/mK.
This value includes ageing effects, which
can be lowered with the new barrier film
and therefore a lower value for the thermal
conductivity could be officially approved
with this new envelope. 
Smart EC/PV window: 
The results show that in sunlight conditions,
the energy provided from the PV panel and
supplied to the Electrochromic part has
enough energy and does not need more
supply from external sources. 
Energy management system: 
This system is used for collecting the
electrical energy provided for PV panels of
the ventilated façade. The results of the
programming and testing show how the
batteries are charged with the energy
provided from a lab solar PV and how the
energy supplied to the load is managed,
taken into account the rules of energy
efficiency programmed on the control unit
of management systems. These rules are
fixed, taking into account an electrical
efficiency criteria and the priority is to use
the energy provided from renewable
sources before the energy from standard
grid. Supercapacitor module has also been
tested and included as an extra surplus in
order to use it in the case of an incidence
for overpowering during the normal
operation of energy management system. 
Phase change materials: 
They have been tested and evaluated at lab
scale. Evaluation using the Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) machine shows
the onset and endset of the material's phase
change temperature. This demonstrates the
expected behaviour of the PCM when
subject to summer temperatures. As part of
the DSC analysis, the specific heat capacity
of the PCM was determined. Using this
value, it is possible to calculate the energy
storage capacity of each TubeICE to be
installed on the demo site and hence the
available energy employed as a passive
cooling solution. 
Novel high efficiency flat plate
solar thermal collectors: 
They have been thoroughly tested in lab
scale conditions. The results confirm the
better efficiency of the developed collector
with TIM and overprotection security
system in comparison with the standard
flat-plate collector without transparent
insulation. Correct functioning of the
thermally actuating overheating system has
also been checked. The collectors have
been installed on the roof of a demo-site
building for their long-term comparison
under real climate conditions.
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2.5 SUMMARY
Technologies available for the retrofitting:
n   ETICS / EIFS (external thermal insulation composite system): an insulating
material, a reinforcing layer and an external coat.
n   Aerogel-based super insulating mortar: high performance thermal building
insulation material 
n   Vacuum Insulating Panels (VIP): light weight material to provide super-
insulating properties. 
n   PV ventilated façade: an outer skin of ventilated cladding with PV elements,
that provide insulation and electricity to the building.
n   Supercapacitors
n   Electrochromic (EC) Glazing: glass or glazing whose light transmission
properties are altered when voltage, light or heat is applied.
n   Electrochromic/Photovoltaic window: self-powered EC window for significant
energy savings and visual comfort.
n   Solar PV panels contribute to the achievements of Near Zero Energy Building
goals
n   Novel high efficiency flat-plate solar collectors: solar collector with improved
efficiency using transparent insulation material layer and an overheating
protection system
n   Phase Change Material (PCM): substance with a high heat of fusion, and that is
able to store a large amount of energy in a form of latent heat of fusion
n   LED lighting: lifespan and electrical efficiency that are several times greater
than the incandescent lamps
       THE RESSEEPE PROJECT 2013-2017
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Strengths:
n   Aerogel based mortar is a new product which represents a highly promising
superinsulating solution to be integrated in an ETIC system for thermal
renovation of existing and new buildings. RESSEEPE project has shown that:
       n Superinsulating aerogel materials can be employed in the development of a
building component.
       n Aerogel-based mortar products can help to decrease the energy demand of
buildings.
       n The activities carried out in RESSEEPE open new possibilities for the
application of aerogel in the building sector. 
n   The ETIC system avoids disruption during installation works and therefore does
not alter normal working conditions.  Depending on the owner's objectives it is
possible to achieve finishes similar to the ones in the existing building or to
change significantly the building's appearance.
n   Building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) represent an excellent opportunity
thanks to the combined potential of on-site energy generation and additional
constructive properties (insulation, structural/envelope product properties) of
these systems. The BIPV ventilated façade developed and tested under real
conditions in Coventry University has proved the technical feasibility of the
façade, by reducing the operating temperature of the modules, improving
thermal insulation of the wall and getting higher energy production than a
traditional PV system. 
n   The novel high efficiency flat-plate solar collector has been tested under real
working conditions for a prolonged period of time. Thus, this technology has
accumulated hours of operation without relevant issues during the project. The
results obtained show that this technology can deliver substantially higher
amounts of heat with respect to the basic commercial flat-plate solar thermal
panels for the working conditions adopted in the demo site.
n   The EC windows are highly appreciated by end users and maintenance staff.
Building managers are interested in implementing the technology in other sites.
n   LED lighting is appreciated and very much accepted, almost to the point that it
is now considered a “standard fitting” and not so innovative. It has become
more or less a standard choice.
39
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Lessons:
n   Assessment methodology should be consistent and even if technologies have
different purposes each evaluation must contemplate always the equivalent
scope.
n   Although there is a lack of data and contractor expertise in how to install these
new technologies, once the technology is ready and training to installers and
builders made available, this barrier is overcome.
n   The sustainability assessment of refurbishment strategies should consider
other aspects than energy consumption. Environmental and economic impacts
should be evaluated.
n   In order to select the best refurbishment scenarios, sustainability of
technologies should be assessed and compared for each case study within the
whole life cycle of buildings.
n   It is necessary to raise awareness among building owners and end users about
the benefits of innovative materials and technologies for low-carbon
refurbishment.
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SECTION THREE 3
Design Methodology
for energy efficient
building and district
renovation
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“In the RESSEEPE project, the demo
buildings have different functions
and belong to different categories
of public buildings.” 
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3.1    ENERGY EFFICIENCY FOR
PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
The energy efficiency measures at public
level are important not only for a technical
impact but also for a high social impact.
Energy savings in this sector can improve
the environment, the local public economy
as well as directly lead to beneficial effects
for citizens, such as possible tax reductions
and improved quality of public services. 
In the RESSEEPE project, the demo
buildings have a different function and
belong to different categories of public
buildings. All of the buildings are public and
consist of university buildings, a school and
health centres (hospitals).
3.2   THE EUROPEAN
SITUATION
In the building sector, most of the energy is
consumed by existing buildings. Thus, it is
becoming more and more important to plan
and to act measures that are able to
improve energy saving.
The problem of retrofit for these buildings is
well known and very important; there are a
lot of inefficient buildings in Europe. If the
age of construction is considered, it is
possible to notice that the higher
percentages of buildings are constructed
before any energy regulation.
The progress the RESSEEPE project will
have in comparison with the existing state
of the art is deployment of low energy
standardized concept at district level. There
are no standards for district defined yet.
The references cited in the following case
studies are referred to specific buildings. 
According to the Whire Rose Research
Online, University of Leeds, Sheffield and
York the UK public sector accounts for
about 8% of UK total carbon dioxide
emissions and the education sector is said
to represent about 14%. Recent studies
show the energy use in school buildings
alone may be responsible for as much as 5
Mt of CO2. But this problem is not only for
English institutes. In Italy, for example, it
showed 67% of Italian school buildings were
built before the introduction of the law
concerning the energy Efficiency. This is
recognized as a barrier as non-clarity of
issues arising from the complex nature of
energy demand and use; difficulty in
establishing boundary conditions for the
assessment of energy efficiency
performance in heterogeneous sector; and
the question of indices and their usefulness
as performance indicators.
Hospital and Care facilities are designed in
order to have the maximum comfort for the
patients. Indoor microclimatic control,
purity of indoor air, need of high filtrations
and air changes, elimination of air drafts are
the most important targets that air-
conditioning systems have to assure in
hospital buildings, mainly for functions as
surgery, white rooms, departments for
immune-deficient and infectious patients,
intensive care unit and outpatient clinics. 
To provide these in last years, it was
preferred that hospitals have been out of
sight in terms of issues, despite its size and
opportunity of saving; it was not taken into
account that applying modern technologies
and management strategies can keep the
same level of comfort with significant
savings in consumption.
3.  DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING
AND DISTRICT RENOVATION
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3.3   FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR
ADEQUATE PLAN OF
INVESTMENTS
These are the steps to be followed in order
to realise an analysis that will help to find
the adequate plan: 
n   An analysis of the contexts of the five
demo sites has been completed. It
focused on the energy consumptions,
environmental impacts and climate
analysis.
n   The selected retrofitting solutions for the
demo sites has been studied and
exposed.
n   The retrofitting actions and their impact
have been analysed by the use of
specific tools developed by IES and
Nobatek. The building characteristics,
climate contexts and the building's
specific uses (hospitals, educational
buildings) was taken into account for
modelling and calculating the energy
savings and the CO2 savings for each
solution.
n   Several retrofitting scenarios were
composed to obtain the better energy,
environmental, and economic
performance for reasonable conditions
of return on investment. These scenarios
have been analysed and discussed
thanks to several indicators such as: the
energy savings, the CO2 savings, the
payback period, etc.
To conclude, the results of this general
analysis combined with feasibility analysis
of the retrofitting solutions, constituted a
basis of knowledge to help demo site
owners in making their decision about the
orientation of the retrofitting works. 
An adaptive method tested on five 
demo sites
In this study, the analysis consists of energy
and economic assessment at a very early
stage of the retrofitting project in order to
obtain useful information to help chosing
the best adapted solution for the decision
makers (e.g. demo site owners). The
method proposed gives elements of
answers as a decision supply, before the
choice and thus prior to the design stage of
the project. The main limitations of the tools
concern the level of detail known and useful
for the decision supply at this stage of the
retrofitting projects. A transnational analysis
of the results provides useful feedback, in
the perspective of disseminating this
method to the different context of
application.
Some of the buildings present very large
dimensions hence retrofitting works could
be limited to only one part of the building.
However, to evaluate the energy
performance, the whole building is
modelled. If for some budget reasons, site
owners decide to apply the retrofitting
actions only to one part of the building, this
study could then help them to justify their
initiative as the first step of a larger,
coherent and profitable program which has
been applied to the whole building when
funds have been available. 
The pilot sites belong to very
heterogeneous contexts. Large differences
can be observed on different aspects:
n   Types of buildings: spatial configuration,
number and size of buildings, date of
construction, functional uses.
n   Local distinctive features: constructive
systems, building management, climate
conditions, construction standards.
The types of buildings can change from one
case study to another. The distinctive
features depend strongly on the national
context of the site. All these aspects have
an influence on the energy performance
assessment and on the best retrofitting
actions to take.
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Indeed, the way to reach energy
performance in each case can be very
different, as well as the prioritisation of
certain types of solutions. As an example, in
northern countries where national
regulations have for many years been an
incentive to insulate buildings well, the
priority in retrofitting may be given to the
systems. Otherwise, the priority could be
given to the performance of the building
envelope.
To make good decisions in retrofitting a
building, a large amount of data is required
as well as sophisticated analysis tools, even
from the early stages of a retrofitting
project (well ahead of design stages). Part
of the input data concerns the description
of the building: description of the building
dimensions, of the components used for the
construction, user behaviours,
consumptions, energy and water bills,
climate conditions, budgets reserved for
retrofitting, history of the building with past
retrofitting actions and so forth.
The other part of the input data is related to
the characterization of the retrofitting
solutions: types of solutions, impact on
energy performance, interdependence with
other solutions/parameters, requirements
for installation, investment costs, upkeep
costs and so forth.
If most of this information is already
available for commercialised solutions, it is
even more difficult to find them for
solutions under development. The
characterization of more innovative
solutions is really important. This requires
extensive state of the art analysis in
collaboration with industrial partners. 
The level of documentation on the different
building available can vary, and the
documentation on new retrofitting
technologies is not always well detailed.
The method presented in this study is
applied to the 5 pilot sites. The results
represent one part of the information
necessary for the site owners to make their
choice about the best solutions to apply to
their buildings. The other part of the
information depends on the technical
feasibility analysis on each technology,
which is to be carried out by experts of
each technology type.
3.4   TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLATION
The state of the art technology solutions
selected were tested at laboratory
conditions in real demo-sites acting as living
labs. These solutions are: 
n   Aerogel-based Superinsulating mortar. 
n   Vacuum Insulated Panels. 
n   Smart Electrochromic and Photovoltaic
window. 
n   Energy management from the ventilated
façade and Supercapacitors. 
n   Phase change materials. 
n   Solar thermal collectors. 
These technologies have been installed in
the demo sites in order to assess and
validate their efficiency in terms of energy
savings under real climate and working
conditions for prolonged periods of
functioning and evaluate their impact on
overall energy performance.
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For each demo site, the following technologies have been selected:
Thermal solar plant Insulation improvement Exterior LED lighting
High efficiency windows
n   Delay of installation due to
problems with materials supply.
n   As affected areas were in service,
window replacement had to be
done room by room.
Challenges and barriers 
n   The LED lighting process
installation was very simple as
existing streetlight posts were
kept and re-used.
n   The window size was maintained,
so the old windows were removed
and replaced immediately,
avoiding further disruption.
Advantages and benefits 
CONSORCI SANITARI DE TERRASSA
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LED lighting High efficiency windows Solar thermal panels
n   Difficulty in selecting technologies
from the range available.
n   Complexity in procurement as
different tender policies for the
public sector had to be followed
(competitive quotations,
negotiated procedure, open
procedure).
n   Lack of accurate existing building
data.
n   Lack of expertise of local
contractors in the technologies
installed.
n   Reduce maintenance of
technologies installed.
n   The monitoring process needs
further implementation: training
stakeholders and end-users to
reduce energy gap
Challenges and barriers 
n   High reduction in electrical
consumption by applying LED
lighting
n   Postive acceptance from users and
stakeholders for High efficient
windows
Advantages and benefits 
CORPORACIO SANITARIA PARC TAULI
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External Insulation improvement LED lighting EC windows
VIP Panel
BALDERSKOLAN SECONDARY SCHOOL
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n   New technologies may not have a
local contractor need touse
international contractors:
       n Complicated to manage
       n Lack of awareness of local
regulations or systems
       n National building
codes/procedures differ
n   Lack of accurate existing building
data
n   Current state of existing buildings
varies greatly
n   Lack of knowledge of how the
technologies interact with the
whole constructive system –
technologies can perform in
isolation whereas the whole
system interaction is unknown
n   Challenges with preparing method
statements to install state of the
art technologies
n   Experts in technology may not be
aware of construction techniques
and vice versa - local contractors
are unfamiliar with state of art
technology specification
n   Matching the aesthetics of existing
design when using innovative
technologies
Challenges and barriers 
n   The EC windows are highly
appreciated by users and have
rather high expectations. The
property technicians also like them
and building managers see it is a
technology that is of interest in
more project sites for both
retrofits and new builds.
n   LED lighting is also appreciated
and very much accepted, almost
to the point that it is now
considered “standard fitment” and
not so innovative. It is more or less
a standard choice.
n   When it comes to the insulation
the benefits are less tangible.
Users really don’t notice the
increased insulation since the
heating system generally kept up
anyway. The results will be seen in
less energy use. 
n   The external insulation is regarded
as “nice and fresh looking” by
most people – it is visually
pleasing. That is nice and means
the school has been given a face-
Advantages and benefits 
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Solar PV panels Roof improvement LED lighting
High efficiency glazing Curtain wall BMS
COVENTRY UNIVERSITY – RICHARD CROSSMAN BUILDING
Ventilated façade + Building
integrated photovoltaics
Vacuum insulated panels (VIP) PCM
Aerogel based super-insulating
mortar Insulation improvement
COVENTRY UNIVERSITY – JOHN LAING BUILDING
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n   International project:
       n   Complicated to manage
       n   Non awareness of local
regulations or systems such as
Health and safety
       n   Alignement of research project
timeline with construction
timeline
n   Lack of knowledge of how the
technologies interact with the
whole construction systems –
technologies can perform in
isolation whereas the whole
system interaction is unknown
       n   Challenge with preparing
method statements to install
state of the art technologies
       n   Experts in technology may not
be aware of construction
techniques and vice versa local
contractors are unfamiliar with
state of art technology
specification 
n   Others:
       n   Matching the aesthetic of
existing design when using
innovative technology
       n   Disturbance to staff and
students
Challenges and barriers 
n   Technologies installed in Richard
Crossman are performing as
expected which will be translated
into considerable energy savings.
n   Positive response from end users
to the Building Integrated
Photovoltaics installed in John
Laing Building, highlighting the
nice aesthetics of the PV solar
panels.
n   Students have noticed some
thermal comfort improvement in
the Architecture Studio thanks to
the PCM tubes installed.
Advantages and benefits 
Location of the technologies installed in John Laing building
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3.5   PAYBACK DETAILED ESTIMATION FOR ALL THE SPECIFIC
TECHNOLOGIES TO BE APPLIED AT PILOT LEVEL
After the analysis of the 5 demo site contexts and the evaluation of the energy, environmental
and economic impacts of 13 different individual solutions, two integral retrofitting scenarios
have been proposed for each demo site. The first scenario, “economical”, only integrates the
most economic, efficient solutions on a 30 year term. The second scenario, “contextual”, is
more ambitious from the energy and an environmental impact point of view, but presents
payback conditions slightly less favourable on a 30 year term.
A summary of the composition of these scenarios is presented in the figure below, for each
site. Most of the solutions proposals can be justified, not only by numerical analysis but also by
qualitative considerations. For example, the high-efficiency windows present low interest in
Skelleftea because of the good performance of the existing glazing, the solar systems (PV,
thermal) constitute better opportunities in Spain where the solar potential is higher, etc…
Summary of the studied scenarios
External insulation
Rood insulation
High efficiency windows
HVAC adjustment
Innovative Mineral Mortar ETIC
Ventilaed facade system
EC windows
Heat recovery of venilation air
PCM
LED
Heat pump
PV
Thermal solar
Terrassa Sabadell Coventry Skelleftea
Economical Contextual
•
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
Economical Contextual
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
• •
•
•
• •
• •
Economical Contextual
•
• •
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
Economical Contextual
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
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All the scenarios proposed are associated with reasonably good expectations of payback
conditions, even the most expensive sets of solutions (“contextual” scenarios). The potential
periods for return on investment are between 9 and 15 years for all the proposed scenarios.
However, the associated energy impacts of the scenarios differ greatly depending on the
considered demo site.
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Primary energy consumptions for the pilot sites: existing state (prior to retrofitting), RESSEEPE initial objectives,
“Economical” retrofitting scenario, “Contextual” retrofitting scenario
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3.6   INTEGRATED
METHODOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENT
DISTRICT RENOVATION
Integrated methodologies
A building project involves a tripartite
system involving technology selection;
installation procedure; and continuous
monitoring of the building performance to
complete the feedback loop so that
updated information can be used to
influence later decision-making. In order to
optimise each phase of the building design,
it is necessary to define both the attribute
and the context in which these phases may
reside 
In addition, within any country, the building
industry is embedded within a complex
network of relationships which defines
industry procedures and practices.
Variations in those relationships changed
the necessary information to ensure smooth
progress, such as system architecture;
organisation; building technology;
information exchange mechanisms. 
Integrated Product Delivery (IPD)
n   A full and successful integrated project
delivery requires input from the
following areas: BIM, LCA & LCC. IPD
leverages early contributions of
knowledge and expertise through
utilisation of new technologies, allowing
all team members to fully realise the
optimum potential and reducing
operational costs throughout the
lifecycle of the project.
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
BIM is useful for:
n   3D Visualisation - creating realistic
visualisations of the planned building:
helping design decisions by comparing
various design alternatives for the
purposes of selling to the client, local
community, stakeholders
n   Change Management – storage of data in
a central location: modification to
building design are automatically
replicated in floor plans, sections, and
elevations creating faster documentation
and rigorous Q& A
n   Data Management – scheduling
resources and providing appropriate
coordination: cost evaluation periodically
and over the project term
Key lessons to avoid common issues in
retrofitting.
n   A first key lesson regards the use of a
BIM approach for information
management, such initial investment
tends to pay off in the overall life of the
retrofitting project.
n   The broader principle can then become
the optimisation of the foreseen impact
with the available budget, taking into
account “softer” impacts such as those
on the effective usage of the building
and partnering with other organisations
such as ESCOs to reduce overall costs.
n   It is also quite clear how planning should
be generous with timelines and
accommodate in advance for significant
delays. The planners should be aware of
the specific features and risks. of every
chosen solution.
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3.7   RESSEEPE DECISION 
SUPPORT TOOL 
Currently, retrofit options are commonly
chosen based on designer’s expertise and
knowledge. However this does not
guarantee that one option is the best for the
specific building. The lack of a tool for the
development of variants and comparison
means, such work is cumbersome and thus
often avoided
The decision support tool is ‘The
Retrofitting Planner’. The Retrofit Planner
provides a user-friendly option to develop
these variants and compare them based on
objective parameters.
The Retrofit Planner: 
n   leverages robust performance simulation
outputs;
n   includes additional custom data
provided by the user;
n   presents all different retrofit scenario
results in a transparent way;
n   allows the user to weigh parameters
according to user priorities.
In this way, the Retrofit Planner supports
the identification of the best retrofit
strategy at building level according to the
user’s priorities. The user has a clear and
transparent information on the best retrofit
scenario for that specific building. The
designer has objective information to
support the final decision.
The retrofit planner is an integration of
software tools, Virtual Environment (VE)
and NEST. 
The first stage of the retrofit planner takes
place in the VE software tool. Models of the
demo-site buildings with different scenarios
of RESSEEPE technology are to be
developed in the VE, their energy
performance is simulated, and exported to
NEST for district level LCA.
The lack of a tool for the development of
variants and comparison means that such
work is cumbersome and thus often
avoided. The Retrofit Planner provides a
user-friendly option to develop these
variants and compare them based on
objective parameters. In this way, the
Retrofit Planner supports the identification
of the best retrofit strategy at building level
according to the user’s priorities. 
56
John Laing Building
Richard Crossman Building
Parc Tauli
VE models have been created for Coventry University (Richard Crossman building, John Laing
building), Baldeskolan, Parc Tauli hospital, Terrassa hospital. Below are some IES VE images of
the demo sites and Revit renders. First images are the IES VE render.
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Terrassa
Skelleftea
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3.8   MODELLING AND SIMULATIONS
Development of building and system models 
An approach to evaluate the technologies and their applicability to each of the five RESSEEPE
demo sites has been identified. This approach helps to identify the methodology that will
facilitate all aspects of each buildings’ renovation from design to operation passing by
construction and the gathering of materials’ manufacturers, architects, building promoters,
engineers and end-users. 
Achieved by segmenting project phases and identifying the presence of contributory project
attributes, the focus was on subsequent interaction during different project phases. Inputs
were identified and framed within a particular project time-frame. The possible inter-relation
between selected technologies and project attributes – such as available tools - was
highlighted. 
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The delivery principles aim to provide
efficient project delivery and ensure
participants of the project to contribute in
an effective manner. It includes the use of
BIM, IPD, LCA, LCC and energy performance
simulations. The outcome is an optimised
mechanism considering: different strategies;
recommendation for the use of tools (BIM
etc.); recommendation on building and
district designs; awareness of optimal
operational environments; monitoring and
managing conditions concerning buildings
and clusters of buildings.
An identified technology is benchmarked
against a building type. The technology is
then modelled within the IES VE software
and environmentally evaluated by the NBK
NEST tool to assess the energy and LCA
performance. This is the Retrofit Planner,
which creates simulations based on the
calculation of the performance regarding
the differences between the base model
and the models developed, and produces 
a report. Upon evaluation of various
technology options, facility managers 
can identify optimised building/district
environment solutions using the 
Retrofit Planner.
Integral schematic retrofitting scenarios
have been proposed to meet the objectives
defined for the RESSEEPE project (large
energy consumption reduction). The
scenarios have been defined using the
available information from a collaborative
technology selection process, supplied 
with financial and payback analysis and
specific technologies.
The scenarios integrate as many novel
solutions as possible, making the most of
the technological offers developed among
RESSEEPE partners.
The scenarios have been considered
according to various technical aspects:
impact on thermal loads, indoor
environment quality, architectural
considerations, etc. 
IES VE was used for dynamic thermal
simulations. 
The results from the assessment of the
various integral schematic scenarios gives
very complete information to help the
building owners in their decision for the
final retrofitting solution to be developed. It
furthermore aids the designer teams (local
and European) for the development of the
detailed design and the definition of the
complete implementation plan of the works.
Development of integrated technology
options into building performance models
The efficient use of energy for district
renovation is based on external factors.
Indeed, there is a correlation between the
technology to use and the external factors
that can have an impact on, such as
typology, climate, production chain, as well
as national and international regulations.
n   Renewable energy is a good option to
reduce the impact on the planet, with
the use of photovoltaic panels, wind
generators, solar water heating 
system, etc.
n   Logic decides whether charge/discharge
electrical energy or to disconnect it, so
the building will use mains electricity
regarding some parameters that are the
energy supply and demand as well as
current tariffs in the main grid.
Making comparisons with other buildings is
an option to create a useful base for
adjustments and decision making to have
more accurate information or to help to
choose the best model.This information is
based on different variables such as energy,
carbon, thermal performance, costs, etc.
The RESSEEPE performance reporter helps
to choose the most suitable retrofitting
strategy for the project by comparing the
outcomes of different scenario simulations.
Indoor environmental quality (IEQ) has
been assessed in RESSEEPE demo sites
with few data available. However, some first
recommendations appear very useful to
help to select and to make decisions as
regards retrofit actions. IEQ aspects have
been mainly tackled through simulations
and, when data was insufficient, some
theoretical proposals have been done
considering existing bibliography. 
Temperature 
NEST-Building code allows calculating
thermal conditions on the demo sites.
Results obtained correspond to the scenario
“free temperature evolution”, thus they
show the “natural comfort” that may be
achieved in representative rooms where no
active system (heating or cooling) is
functioning. The periods of natural comfort
(calculated with comfort standards)
represent between 1% and 17% of whole
year time. Heating and cooling could then
be switched off during some periods mostly
in Sabadell and Terrassa. However, Coventry
and Skelleftea do not have any period
above 26ºC.
Humidity 
The advanced simulation tool, the NEST, has
been used to investigate the hygrothermal
performance of standard envelopes in
buildings: the wall system of a load-bearing
layer on the exterior and finishing layer on
the internal of the wall system and the
occupancy behaviour in the internal side.
NEST results are in line with experimental
data for both case studies. It has been
observed that building envelope is not good
enough to either maintain comfort
conditions or avoid condensation on cold
days, so a heating element is necessary.
Simulations considering a scenario without
occupancy show that by adding a heating
system, the rooms are kept within comfort
values. Additionally, simulations considering
a scenario with occupants inside show
acceptable ranges of temperature and
humidity during the year inside the five
demo sites rooms. 
Visual quality 
Colours: There is no regulation on colours,
and it is a subjective aspect. However, we
can say that different colours can have an
impact on the ambience and the artificial
lighting energy efficiency. Locals with few
windows gave priority to light colours. 
Natural lighting
There is no detailed and specific regulation
for natural lighting. However, this aspect has
a direct influence on artificial lighting needs
and energy consumptions. Glare and
contrast have to be considered for visual
comfort. In France, a general regulation
requires to improve the existing, or at least
not to aggravate the current situation. The
French HQE certification gives Daylight
factor (DF) levels, but they are not so
demanding. 
Daylight simulations 
Simulations done with ECOTECT Analysis
gave DF on each simulated room.
Comparing the values with French HQE
Certification, 2 rooms (S02, Sk02) out of 8
have very low performance. The reason is
the little surface of window and depth of
the room.
Noise level 
Most of the rooms simulated in this study
have shown an acoustic performance good
enough to pass the acoustic regulations of
France and Spain. However, most of the
weighted noise level difference obtained
from these simulations are very close to the
minimum acoustic limits required. On the
other hand, the sound insulation
performance of the exterior walls is good in
all the buildings simulated and the
consequence of this poor sound insulation
index is mainly due to the influence of the
windows. 
CO2 dust and VOCs 
The key aspects of VOCs6, CO2 and dust
control are planned ventilation and the use
of low-emitting materials for the
construction or refurbishment of buildings.
In the framework of building refurbishment,
IEQ aspects need to be treated in order not
only to avoid decreasing their quality but
also intending to achieve current standards
or even beyond. When retrofitting actions
include envelope thermal upgrade,
particular attention needs to be paid in
limiting thermal bridging, thus avoiding
discomfort or condensation problems. As
seen in previous results, windows are often
a weak point.
External solar protections are highly
encouraged in almost all orientations
(except North)  to reduce cooling loads,
overheating and to avoid glare. Air tightness
is usually improved to save energy. A
mechanical system may already be installed,
or it may be an option to consider. 
In the framework of low energy consuming
buildings, the higher the comfort obtained
without active systems, the less energy is
consumed. 
Finally, not only design considerations are
binding when we deal with energy savings
and IEQ. The construction phase is also
crucial to ensure achieving expected results.
6 (Volatile Organic Compound) are organic environmental chemicals having the ability to become a vapor or gase at ordinary room temperature such as solvents ry ro
thinners, lacquer thinner, degreasers, dry cleaning fluids.
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3.9   SUMMARY
Advice:
n   Use LCA to evaluate the environmental performance of products (goods and
services that will be used for the refurbishment to see if it is sustainable;
n   Identify at the beginning of the process the main sources of data, before
starting the design;
n   Ensure from the outset all the necessary data for modelling is available and
complete with reasonable assumptions;
n   Collect realistic use profiles to refine models;
n   Set up long term monitoring on general building use to revise modelling
assumptions and replace current building information;
n   Carry out a financial analysis: to choose the most suitable solution for the
retrofitting as well as its feasibility;
n   Use the help of the BIM to identify risk and subsequently design it out; 
n   Use the IPD which increases the value to the owner, reduce waste, and
maximise efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction;
n   Utilisation of the Retrofit planner to identify  the best retrofit strategy at
building level according to the user’s priorities;
n   Monitoring methodologies should be consistent for different buildings, in terms
of measured outputs (kWh, fuel loads, etc.) and time intervals
(hourly/daily/monthly). Otherwise, data treatment becomes very time-
consuming and a direct comparison among buildings is not possible;
n   It is important that the persons in charge of simulation and calibration
understand the characteristics and management of the heating systems of the
assessed buildings. For this purpose, it is essential to open direct
communication channels between the people in charge of the models and the
buildings, from an early stage of the project.
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BEST PRACTICE FOR RETROFITTING PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN EUROPE
Design for energy and environmental monitoring goals:
n   Validate the retrofit technology used to evaluate the impact and the potential
to help to modernize the construction industry;
Criteria  to choose the right retrofitting:
n   Simulations: analyse the light in each room;
n   Noise level: use of simulation to evaluate the acoustic performance of the
rooms and to check if it respects the regulations;
n   CO2 dust and VOCs (Volatile Organic Compound): use of low emitting
materials for reconstruction or refurbishment of a building. Furthermore,
indoor environmental quality (IEQ) needs to be treated to achieve the current
standards.
Barriers: 
The country’s regulations, as well as the potential of the chosen technology that
can affect the environment.
Lessons: 
Use simulations to determine which tool to use and what would be the
possible results.
63
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SECTION FOUR 4
User and
stakeholder
engagement
BEST PRACTICE FOR RETROFITTING PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN EUROPE – THE RESSEEPE PROJECT 2013-2017
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“Stakeholders’ feedback is
important in the overall assessment
of the social acceptance of the
technologies implemented.” 
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4.1    ASSESSMENT OF USER ACCEPTANCE AND DYNAMIC
ASSESSMENT OF USER BEHAVIOUR
For the evaluation of user perception, user satisfaction surveys were carried out before and
after the retrofitting activities among the end-users of the building. This provided a range of
data set to compare the user satisfaction pre and post interventions. The evaluations covered
different issues including thermal comfort, visual comfort and acoustic comfort of occupants,
the efficiency of control systems regarding user friendliness and energy management strategies. 
The questionnaire addressed several different aspects of environmental design: thermal,
acoustic and visual comfort. As heating, cooling and lighting systems have been installed in
demo buildings, it was essential to collect user feedback and determine the perceived design
problems. The evaluations are based on the ISO 7730 and EN 15251 Standards. 
Stakeholders’ feedback is also important in the overall assessment of the social acceptance of
the technologies implemented. Interviews were done to the different stakeholders involved in
the installation process: technology providers, contractors, etc. Their views, in conjunction with
researcher assessment of the installation process, provide useful data from which lessons can
be learned and evaluations can be made. 
As a result of some of the technologies being in developmental stage, it is essential for the
building owners to understand the risks associated with both installation and on-going
maintenance challenges. It is therefore important to highlight the need for effective
stakeholder engagement at an early stage of the project to explore the benefits as well as the
potential risks associated with each technology and intervention strategy. Stakeholder
engagement events were organised to get stakeholders feedback on progress to date. 
4. USER AND STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT 
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User perception
before 
retrofitting
1. 2. 3. 4.
User satisfaction
survey
User characteristics
User experience:
Thermal, aural and
lighting comfort; IAQ,
level of control,
general maintenance
Performance data
analysis
User acceptance 
of the selection
process
Selection of
building typology
Technology
selection
Performance
assessment
Cost evaluation
User acceptance 
of the installation
process
User satisfaction
survey
User characteristics
Level of disruption,
information and
communication,
engagement and
participation,
satisfaction/user
acceptance
User acceptance 
of 
retrofitting
User satisfaction
survey
Performance data
analysis
Methodology/Model for interaction of project phases with project attributes (aspects) and WP inputs
Figure 22 summarises the strategy for
evaluation of social acceptance. Ultimately,
the evaluation aims to assess how well
retrofitting strategies match users’ need and
identify ways to improve building design
and operational performance. It is expected
that RESSEEPE technologies significantly
improved thermal and visual comfort in all
demonstration sites. Based on the results of
end-user acceptance surveys, guidelines
and tailored solutions have been produced. 
Coventry (UK)
The assessment of user acceptance is an
important process for understanding user
satisfaction and perception of the various
stakeholders about planned retrofit
activities.  The procedure followed by
Coventry University is:
1. Evaluating the user perception of an
existing building (before retrofit) – Comfort
issues/levels in their buildings.  
This is to evaluate the user acceptance
about comfort levels and general
management of the buildings and compare
it with the energy performance of the
buildings.
The factors being investigated include:
n   User characteristics: role, age, gender,
preference, interests…
n   User experience: Frequency of use,
Satisfaction, Comfort factors such as:
       n   Thermal comfort
       n   Aural comfort (Noise)
       n   Lighting comfort 
       n   Indoor air quality 
       n   Level of control
       n   General maintenance 
n   Green building elements: rating system
data, energy performance, energy
consumption, embodied energy
This process utilises mainly quantitative
methodologies using questionnaires and
performance data analysis.
2.   Evaluating selection process – user
acceptance of the processes we
followed for selection of technologies.
Relevant stakeholders include Estates
Department and Facilities Management.
RESEEPE project developed processes
for:
n   Selection of building typology;
n   Technology selection and matching of
these technologies with specific
buildings (cost, aesthetics, etc.)
n   Process of performance assessment;
n   The process of cost evaluation – Life
Cycle Analysis, potential energy savings
and expected payback times.
Qualitative research methodologies utilised
to evaluate are individual and focus groups
interviews.
3. Evaluating process of installation: 
The process of installation will have
positive and negative implications for
occupants and facilities management
staff within the demo-site. 
The factors being investigated include:
n   User characteristics: role, age, gender,
preference, interests…
n   User experience:
       n   Level of disruption
       n   Information and communication
       n   Engagement and participation
       n   Satisfaction / User acceptance
a.   The assessment of risk is different
between the technology providers, the
research team and university Estates
Department technical personnel.
b.  We tried to understand these risks from
stakeholder perspectives and then plan
strategies for overcoming any negative
consequences in the future.
The evaluation involved quantitative
(questionnaire) and qualitative (individual
and focus group interviews) methodologies;
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4.    Evaluating comfort and control after
retrofit.
The user satisfaction survey circulated
before construction works was also
deployed after completion. The purpose is
to compare with the initial survey and
measure if there are any improvements in
comfort or user satisfaction.
We have also used the data to
investigate/monitor areas where comfort
levels may have worsened as a result of the
retrofit work.
This is an essential part of the process, not
only for understanding user perception, but
also how we can quickly respond to the
negative changes to improve user comfort.
This process has utilised mainly quantitative
methodologies using questionnaires and
performance data analysis.
Skellefteå (SE)
The purpose of evaluating the social
acceptance is to determine the perception
degree that final users have about the
saving measures and potential savings, as
well as the utilisation level of the devices
and the comfort-discomfort degree
detected.
In Skellefteå, the users of a building are
normally asked to give feedback on the
building and its performance as a part of
the health and safety system. It is not
common to ask for the users’ opinions of
the technologies as such, meaning that the
social acceptance part of this project was a
new endeavour for the local project
management. 
Nevertheless, a similar approach as for the
other demonstration sites was used, with
pre-retrofit questionnaires (translated to
Swedish but based on a common set of
questions). 
This user satisfaction surveys were carried
out before and after the retrofitting
activities among the end-users of the
building. 
This provided a range of data set to
compare the user satisfaction pre and post
interventions. The evaluations covered
different issues including thermal comfort,
visual comfort and acoustic comfort of
occupants, the efficiency of control systems
regarding user friendliness and energy
management strategies. 
The questionnaire addressed several
different aspects of environmental design:
thermal, acoustic and visual comfort. 
Stakeholders’ feedback is also important in
the overall assessment of the social
acceptance of the technologies
implemented. Since the main stakeholders
have also been the local project
management team, their involvement came
naturally. 
Ultimately, the evaluation aims to assess
how well retrofitting strategies match users’
need and identify ways to improve building
design and operational performance. It is
expected that RESSEEPE technologies
significantly improved thermal and visual
comfort in all demonstration sites. Based on
the results of end-user acceptance surveys,
guidelines and tailored solutions have been
produced to improve the replicability for
the future tenants by knowing the
drawbacks and the advantages of the
materials used for the retrofitting.
Barcelona (ES) - Terrassa+
Sabadell Parc Taulí
Social acceptance of any measure can only
be evaluated by knowing the opinion of
people affected in any way for such
measure, using whatever procedure.
Depending on the energy efficiency
measure to be deployed, and specifically
depending on the place where it will be
deployed. The final user will be one type or
another, therefore, in the first instance, it
should be clearly defined which type of user
will be affected by each one of such
measures, in order to evaluate its
acceptance correctly.
A priori, as both Barcelona demo sites are
hospitals, the users would be similar for
both Corporació Sanitària Parc Taulí and
Consorci Sanitari de Terrassa.
As the refurbishment is not supposed to
affect the whole building, neither in Parc
Taulí nor Hospital de Terrassa, the social
acceptance of such measures are evaluated
accordingly for the affected area and only
taking into account the affected users but
not all the users of the hospital.
Energy efficiency measures to be deployed
both in Parc Taulí and in Hospital de
Terrassa, from the affected area could be
classified into measures in hospitalisation
areas and measures outside the building,
being the users entirely different depending
on this.
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For the measures deployed in
hospitalization areas, the affected users are
mainly patients, visitors and accompanying
persons, nursing staff, and medical staff,
amongst others.  Therefore, the social
acceptance of such measures evaluated by
means of capturing the views and feelings
of such users about the performance. The
selected method to capture such opinions,
both for Parc Taulí and for Hospital de
Terrassa, is through traditional paper
surveys, which were distributed amongst
target users a few weeks after the
commissioning of the measures. Such
surveys are focused on thermal comfort, air
quality, lighting, and noise to evaluate the
user acceptance regarding these issues,
which are directly related to the measures
to be implemented. The only difference
between Parc Taulí and Hospital de Terrassa
is the users the survey are distributed to. In
the case of Parc Taulí, such surveys are
distributed to patients, visitors and staff, but
in the case of Hospital de Terrassa the
surveys are distributed only to staff, as they
have a wider view, taking into account
patients are hospitalised just a few days.
For the measures deployed outside the
building, the affected users are mainly
technical office staff and maintenance staff,
while the rest of users are not largely
affected. As such, staff are managing and
maintaining such facilities, social
acceptance of such energy efficiency
measures should be evaluated by capturing
their views and feelings about the
performance of such measures. This can
also be done using paper surveys
distributed to them a few months after the
commissioning of such measures, as a
longer period is necessary to know their real
performance. Such surveys focus on issues
entirely different from the ones for the
measures deployed in hospitalisation areas,
being these not related to comfort but with
reliability, maintainability, energy efficiency,
and manageability.
All the surveys are completed freely and
anonymously.
A few weeks after distributing the surveys
to the users, they are  collected and the
results are compiled and analysed. This
makes it possible to draw results on every
point that has been considered.
Finally, all these results can be shown in
such a way conclusions could be easily
drawn regarding the perception of the users
on the performance of the implemented
measures.
Technical office 
n   The level of satisfaction is very high
regarding LED streetlights and 9th floor
and high-efficiency windows, as the
deployment of such technologies were
carried out as foreseen, without major
problems, being the overall performance
of such technologies very good, and
achieving at the same time high energy
savings. 
Maintenance service 
n   The level of satisfaction is very high
regarding the LED lights, the high-
efficiency windows and the insulation
improvements, as such facilities, in
addition to the energy efficiency
improvement, have reduced related to
maintenance operations. 
n   Regarding the new windows, the level of
satisfaction of the cleaning service is
high, as such windows are easier to clean
and, at the same time, water infiltrations
due to rain are avoided.
n   Regarding the thermal solar plant, the
level of satisfaction is high although the
monitoring system for prototypes is not
updated for two plates. 
Such facility implies a very close monitoring
and a deep dedication on the part of the
maintenance service to manage the plant.
At the same time, preventive maintenance
operations have been increased according
to regulations. 
Management team 
n   The overall level of satisfaction is high, 
as technologies such as LED lights, 
high-efficiency windows and the
insulation improvement enhances user
comfort. At the same time, this reduces
electricity and gas bills. Furthermore,
such actions, when published, improves
the public image of the entity. 
n   The level of satisfaction regarding the
thermal solar plant is medium, as being
the most substantial investment in this
project, because the money savings are
lower than expected. 
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End users 
n   Despite the inconveniences caused by
the works, as the areas were operative
by that time, the level of satisfaction is
very high regarding the installation of
high efficiency windows. The users have
detected a distinct improvement in
comfort thanks to the replacement of
windows, as the solar gain is much lower
than before and the air and water
infiltrations have disappeared. In
addition to this, the new windows are
more contemporary, giving the area a
more up to date image, which creates a
feeling of enhancement amongst users. 
n   Regarding the insulation improvement,
users have not noted any change at all,
as the air conditioning system keeps
maintaining the same indoor ambient
conditions regarding ambient
temperature, relative humidity and air
quality regardless of the heat transfer
through the walls was lower or higher.
Therefore, although the energy losses
are lower than before, the users are not
directly affected by such improvement.
As a positive point, it should be
mentioned that there was no impact on
the users in the works as the new ETICS
system was applied on the exterior wall,
not affecting their normal working
conditions at all. Regarding aesthetics,
as the improvement was on the exterior
side of the wall, it is not directly
appreciated by the users of the affected
area. From outside of the building, as we
maintained the same finishing colour, it is
difficult for users to appreciate any
difference between this floor and the
other ones, which meets one of the
hospital's most important requirements
at the beginning of the project.    
n   Regarding the thermal solar plant, the
deployment of such technology has
affected DHW supply and heater-
secondary source- not yet; the supply
conditions are below, sun radiation >250
w/m2 & tªplate>45ºC, the plant is on. 
       THE RESSEEPE PROJECT 2013-2017
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4.2   DYNAMIC INVOLVEMENT
OF STAKEHOLDERS
Integrated methodologies
A building project involves a tripartite
system involving technology selection;
installation procedure; and continuous
monitoring of the building performance to
complete the feedback loop so that
updated information can be used to
influence later decision-making. 
4.3   REPLICABILITY STUDY
Integrated methodologies
Replicability is the ability for procedures
and findings to be reproduced and
repeated. It is important for a study to be
replicable as if we cannot repeat the study
and get the same results, then this suggests
an error, either on purpose or by accident in
the recording of data or of the procedure
leading to potentially detrimental questions
about the reliability of the study. On the
other side, if a study shows good
replicability then this may result in having
important effects on future procedures. The
possibility of replication can also serve as a
criterion when choosing a building or a
technology solution.
Countries of South Eastern Europe were
analysed for their potential for RESSEEPE
replication. The highest potential for
investment in energy efficiency
refurbishment is in Slovenia, followed by
Croatia and Serbia.
Based on the gathered information and
barriers/opportunities analysis, the
following recommendations are made for
the preparation of any replication of the
RESSEEPE retrofit approach:
Tools for market expansion, overcoming
barriers to trade and develop:
n   Unified entry to the market, with a
complete RESSEEPE flexible and
customisable building/district energy
refurbishment system.
n   Knowledge databases created in the
project to prepare for the framework
conditions, to overview
partners/competitors and to learn about
perceptions on the market.
Methods and Approaches:
n   Do not offer partial solutions, as
inexperienced local partners are not yet
able to manage them to the extent
where optimal results could be achieved.
n   Collaborative engagement of local
partners (they are used to outsource
planning and auditing of energy
efficiency improvements) in the
implementation projects.
n   Build trust and create mechanisms of
collaboration through bilateral and/or
international RDI projects.
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4.4  SUMMARY
Feedback:
n   Users’ acceptance: based on surveys realised before and after the retrofitting
process to see the overall satisfaction rate of the end users as well as the
stakeholders’ opinions.
n   The surveys carry different aspects to evaluate the satisfaction which are
thermal comfort, visual comfort, acoustic comfort, the efficiency of control
systems regarding user friendliness and energy management strategies. 
n   The users’ satisfaction is critical to know where the good points and the
drawbacks of the retrofitting are and to draw lessons from.
Barriers:
n   User satisfaction is not related to energy performance improvements, as final
users are mostly concerned with comfort.
n   There is also an aesthetic issue. When the technologies do not match, in an
aesthetic way, to the environment or the building. 
n   The last barrier is the satisfaction of the end users can be low due to the
disturbance created from the installation of those technologies which
generates noise.
Lessons: 
Get help of the stakeholders with meetings to see the evolution and to analyse the
risks of both installation and on-going maintenance challenges taken with the
technology used and the intervention strategy without forgetting the benefits of
this installation of new technologies.
SECTION FOUR
SUMMARY 4
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SECTION FIVE 5
Energy and
environmental
monitoring
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“A key objective is to allow
insight for the building
users on the performance
of their premises.” 
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5.1    SYSTEM DESIGN
The main objective of monitoring
technology in RESSEEPE has been to
validate the retrofit technologies that have
been deployed and to reach a well-founded
assessment as to the impacts they had
actually achieved at the demonstration
sites. It is also to evaluate their broader
potential to help modernize the
construction industry primarily in regards 
to its energy efficiency and through 
its adoption of new practices, systems 
and materials.
A second objective is to allow for a better
insight on the side of the building users as
to the performance of their premises. Real-
time current information can provide a
unique insight into performance aspects
that might otherwise have gone
unattended. Thus, creating user awareness
is a first decisive step towards changing
user behaviour.
Finally, monitoring technology provides for
visibility to the performances of
RESSEEPE’s innovative approaches. Real
time and online data can always get across
a message at fast speed.
As a summary, the objectives behind
technology deployment at the pilot sites are
as follows:
n   Validating the RESSEEPE innovative
approaches as to their performance and
assessing their performance
n   Enhancing user awareness about their
premise performance and supporting
gradual change of user behaviour
towards more energy efficient profiles
n   Allowing for high, public visibility of the
impact of the new technologies which, in
turn, increases the exploitation potential
Measurement and Verification strategy
General International Performance
Measurement & Verification Protocol
(IPMVP) strategy
This section deals with measurement and
verification protocol. A strategy is indeed
proposed to enable the assessment of the
real performance of the retrofitting
solutions when implemented on the site.
The IPMVP is used within the RESSEPE
project as a framework for the
measurement and verification process,
specifies the content of a measurement and
verification Plan (M&V Plan) that can be
implemented for the project and each of the
pilots. An M&V Plan is based on a series
ofpoints which needs to be fulfilled to set
up a clear and coherent monitoring plan. 
IPMVP option and measurement boundary
IPMVP allows four methods for the
calculation of energy savings. They deal
with different techniques to isolate,
measure, and assess an energy conservation
measure. These options conclude the
fundamental aspects of IPMVP. In their
briefest form, they are:
n   Option A: Retrofit Isolation: Key
parameter measurement. Isolating the
ECM, measuring the most important
parameters, and estimating (with
documentation) the rest.
n   Option B: Retrofit Isolation: All
parameter measurement. Isolating the
ECM and measuring all parameters
affecting the analysis throughout the
reporting period.
n   Option C: Whole Facility. Not isolating
the ECM. Measuring at the facility,
system or subsystem level.
5.  ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING
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The IPMVP is available at http://evo-world.org/en/products-services-mainmenu-en/protocols/ipmvp"
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n   Option D: Simulation. Simulating the
facility, system, or sub-system.
In the case of RESSEEPE project, all options
have been applied.
Summary points on the relationship of the
RESSEEPE monitoring technology and the
IPMVP standard
The technology to be deployed at the
demonstration sites had some true state of
the art features. These in summary are:
n   An advanced concept about the
implementation of the IPMVP standard,
regarding monitoring, prior and post-
retrofit interventions
n   Adjustment for different meteorological
conditions so that the pre and post
retrofit consumption figures have offset
any difference in the weather
Monitoring in RESSEEPE has had a 
two-fold aim:
1.      To allow insight into the overall impact
of the retrofits carried out on the
energy performance of the buildings
where they were implemented. This
concept was implemented through
data collection at pilot/ building level.
In more detail, electrical and heating
consumption figures were collected at
the highest possible resolution based
on two yearly monitoring campaigns
(1st April to 31st  March 2014-2015
concerning the PRE retrofit period
while 1st April- 31st  March 2016-2017 is
for POST retrofit period.) Besides
building data, assessment studies also
include weather data prevailing at the
particular time periods.
2.     To understand how this benefit has
resulted by taking a more detailed
look at the particulars of the various
technological components. This
concept was implemented through
data collection at the element level.
Every pilot site has its monitoring
dashboard where its real-time data appear.
https://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/terrassa
https://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/sabadell
https://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/laing
https://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/skelleftea
https://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/crossman
Consorci Sanitari de Terrassa (Hospital)
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Corporacio Sanataria Parc Tauli de Sabadell (Hospital)
John Laing building
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Richard Crossman Building (University buildings, Coventry University)
Balderskolan, Skelleftea (School)
5.2   SUMMARY
Verification strategy:
n   IPMVP (International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol):
deals with different techniques to isolate, measure and assess an energy
conservation measure. It helps to calculate the best strategy to reach the goals
and allows the calculation of energy savings.
n   Data analysis allows to make sure there are no mistakes related to data;
furthermore, as data can show if there is a problem during the process,
checking data will allow to identify potential issues in good time.
n   Respect the national and supranational regulations.
n   Deploy monitoring dashboards to see the evolution of the pilot sites in 
real time.
Barriers: 
If users do not want to change their behaviour to have a better environmental
impact, this will be difficult to add ecological technologies to the refurbishment.
Lesson: 
Create user awareness to generate a change in the user behaviour.
SECTION FIVE
SUMMARY 5
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CONCLUSION
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Energy consumption in older public
buildings in Europe, like hospitals and
schools, can in many cases be reduced
significantly, by around 50%, by using well
designed retrofitting solutions as an
alternative to build a new building. New
technologies can help in the construction
and refurbishment of those buildings with
the use of simulations or other tools such as
the LCA, BIM, IPMVP, IESVE and NEST tool.
The combination of these tools and
technologies will help to create sustainable
buildings.
To reach the goal of 50% of energy
reduction, technologies were chosen
according to the site and the climatic
conditions, while keeping in mind the return
on investment. The technologies available
were the aerogel-based super insulating
mortar, vacuum insulation panels, ventilated
façade, supercapacitors,
Electrochromatic/Photovoltaic windows,
flat plate solar thermal collectors, phase
change materials and LED lighting.
The main advantage of these technologies
is that they all generate energy efficiency
and reduce the energy consumption in the
buildings.  Some disadvantages of the
process of installation emerged, with a long
process of installation for example with the
windows which have to be done one by one
for each room, or the barrier of the national
building codes with procedures that can
differ from one country to another.
Furthermore, the experts were not always
aware of the construction techniques of
these new technologies. Finally, the
aesthetic management has also been a
barrier during the process of installation
with the architects.
Below the list of advice issued from the
RESSEEPE project: 
n   Look at a building as a whole, in its
contexts of both use and function in the
district environment.
n   Involve all stakeholders from the start.
n   Cost optimisation will often guide public
stakeholders, but soft user values are
important as well. Create a baseline of
the cost is crucial.
n   Perform LCA to compare the overall
impact of the retrofitting versus the
current operating condition of the
building.
n   Use a BIM approach, as a core, for
information management.
n   Use IPMVP standard as basis of energy
savings determination.
n   Identify both architectural and technical
aspects of retrofitting and the
combination of these aspects to create a
general refurbishment for a best
retrofitting.
n   The possibility of replication in other
similar buildings is a major factor for
decision making.
n   Make a good implementation plan
supported by modelling and simulation
software to support design decision,
such as IESVE and NEST tools.
n   Planning should be generous with
timelines and accommodate in advance
for significant delays.
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n   Monitor constantly, but make two special
reference monitoring campaigns, one
before and one after retrofit installation,
to compensate for deviations as weather,
changed occupancy, etc. 
n   Allow for high, public visibility of the
impact of new technologies used – it will
increase their exploitation potential and
will enable users to change their
behaviour.
n   When monitoring, provide actual real-
time data to users, which gives a unique
insight into performance aspects that
might otherwise have gone unattended. 
About technologies
n   Install LED lighting whenever possible, as
the payback time is short and user
satisfaction high. 
n   Watch the development of photovoltaic
systems closely - the payback time
decreases but the market is unstable and
user satisfaction not as strong as hoped
for. 
n   For energy optimisation, ordinary high-
efficiency windows are often quite
competitive compared to electrochromic
windows, which are instead interesting
for visual comfort.
n   The Insulation improvement of the
facade is very satisfying as, while
decreasing the electrical consumption of
the building and improving user comfort,
it greatly improves the appearance of
the building without altering its use
during installation.
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Integrated Product Delivery (IPD)
IPD leverages early contributions of
knowledge and expertise through utilisation
of new technologies, allowing all team
members to fully realise the optimum
potential and reducing operational costs
throughout the lifecycle of the project. 
The core of the project is composed of
collaborative teamwork betweenconsortium
members. Such teams comprising of
individuals with expertise, are characterised
by trust, transparent processes, effective
collaboration and open information sharing.
Project success arises from team success,
shares risk and reward and is predicated on
value-based decision making together with
utilisation of full technological capabilities.
The outcome yields efficient design, build
and operation.
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
BIM is one of the most powerful tools
supporting IPD. It gathers multiple data
streams to allow design teams to generate a
comprehensive virtual 3D model of a
building, thus permitting coordination of all
data aspects of the project to provide an ‘as
built’ model for facilities management. BIM
can refer, therefore, to 3D modelling
software; to a process; or to an organised
collection of all building data. BIM can be
defined as a model consisting of the virtual
equivalence of the actual building sections
(dynamic elements such as walls, stairs,
columns, windows, doors) used to create a
building and permitting building simulation
to understand its behaviour before and after
construction. A typical BIM process
provides complete virtualisation of the
building: a standard model; an architectural
model; mechanical systems; electrical
systems; fire protection systems; and
plumbing and drainage systems. Successful
coordination at the design phase ensured
fewer on-site problems, less on-site re-
working and full understanding of sub-
system implementation.
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a
standardised methodology widely used in
different sectors, including construction and
retrofitting of buildings (ISO, 2006).
LCA is a management tool to evaluate the
environmental performance of products
(goods and services). LCA takes into
account a product’s full life cycle, from the
extraction of resources and processing raw
materials through production, use and
recycling, to the final disposal of remaining
waste (ISO, 2006). In brief, LCA is a material
and energy balance applied to the product’s
system, combined with an assessment of
the environmental impacts related to the
inputs and outputs to and from the product
system. In this sense, LCA provides criteria
for decision-making on issues such as
product development, policymaking and
strategic planning among others.
There are specific objectives of the LCA that
can be summarised as follows:
n   Supplying objective information about
the interactions of the product, process
or activity with the environment;
n   Improving the understanding of the
consequences of human activities in the
environment;
n   Foreseeing negative consequences in
decision making and identifying
improvement opportunities;
The application of the LCA methodology
into the building retrofitting sector helps to
analyse and compare the environmental
performance of different retrofit strategies,
with the objective of identifying the most
environmentally suitable approach. In the
same way, the results obtained can be used
to identify the possible energy savings. In
addition, the results of this assessment can
be used for improving the retrofit strategies
according to the structure of buildings and
their location.
Life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is a tool
helping to determine the lowest cost of
ownership of a fixed asset (purchase price,
installation, operation, maintenance and
upgrading, disposal, and other costs) during
the asset's economic life among different
competing alternatives to select the most
suitable assets.
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